Living Waters

Whoever believes in me...
streams of living water will
flow from within him.

- John 7:38
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Living Waters is an in-depth, Christ-centered, listening prayer ministry for
people seeking wholeness in every area of life. Living Waters addresses the
reality that we are all broken in our ability to love others well. Thankfully,
Christ's capacity to touch and deeply restore us emotionally, relationally,
and sexually extends to everyone.
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Living Waters provides a safe, confidential environment for men and women
to share honestly in large group and gender-specific small group settings.
Each meeting will include worship, teaching and healing prayer to identify
and meet our true need through the hope found in Jesus.
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Church of the Apostles in cooperation with Love and Truth
Network is offering a two-day Living Waters intensive.
§ February 8-9, 2019 (Friday, 6:30-9:30 PM, Saturday, 9am-4pm)
§ 338 Commerce Drive, Fairfield
§ Cost: $50/person (covers registration and materials)
§ Registration closes on February 3
§ For more information contact Jan at
jbuchanan@apostlesct.org
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Living Waters leaders have been trained and a confidentiality policy is in place
to help ensure trust and safety in the group.
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We focus our attention and praise on God rather than on our problems and use
psychological insights and biblical truths that help us to know God and
ourselves better.
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We invite the Holy Spirit to heal our various wounds. We bring sins we have
committed and those committed against us to the Lord who is faithful to set
us free.
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God created us in His image as male and female. Great healing comes as men
and women seek inner healing alongside one another, thereby reflecting God's
intention and character. Therefore, we value men and women working out their
healing together in a large group setting and in gender-specific small groups.
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The Living Waters intensive is broken into four sections that include
worship, teaching, large-group prayer and ministry, and gender-specific
small groups.
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Participants must attend the entire time, be prepared to honestly and openly
share personal areas of our lives that need to be healed by God through
listening prayer, and commit to keeping all conversations, personal
reflections, and testimonies confidential.
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Realizing how our family of origin affects our relationships
Receiving the Father's love
Who we are as men and women
The cross and confession
Roots of gender confusion and brokenness
Healing from sexual abuse
Restoring the true self through the cross
Overcoming sexual addiction
Embracing the church as our healing community
Building healthy relationships

Is Living Waters for me?
If the following statements describe your heart for hope and healing, you
may want to consider participating in Living Waters:
• A desire to deepen your relationship with Christ
• A desire to have healthy relationships with others
• A desire to grow in your identity as a man or woman of God, allowing
Him to reveal the good of your sexuality
• A willingness to face the sinfulness of your present state by exploring
hurts from your past including those experienced from parents
• A willingness to be open and honest with others, including sexuality,
emotions, and identity
• A willingness to receive the healing ministry of the Holy Spirit in these
deep areas
• A desire and willingness to walk free from sinful patterns

For more information contact Jan at
jbuchanan@apostlesct.org
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